


Black is modest and arrogant at the same time. Black 
is lazy and easy — but mysterious. But above all black 
says this: I don’t bother you — don’t bother me. 
Yohji Yamamoto

Women think of all colors except the absence of color. I 
have said that black has it all. White too. Their beauty is 
absolute. It is the perfect harmony.
Coco Chanel

Black is not sad. Bright colors are what depresses me. 
They’re so… empty. Black is poetic. How do you imagine 
a poet? In a bright yellow jacket? Probably not.
Ann Demeulemeester



BLACK COATING

SLANT.S.BK.5.IT01    Basic SLANT.S.BK.5.IT06    Sail

SLANT.S.BK.5.IT02    Birds SLANT.S.BK.5.IT07    Four - leaf Clover

SLANT.S.BK.5.IT03    Geometric Shape SLANT.S.BK.5.IT08    Swiss Cross

SLANT.S.BK.5.IT04    Hearts SLANT.S.BK.5.IT09    Essential

SLANT.S.BK.5.IT05    Smile SLANT.S.BK.5.IT10    Liberty



Red is one of the strongest colors, it's blood, it has a 
power with the eye. That's why traffic lights are red I 
guess, and stop signs as well... In fact I use red in all of 
my paintings.
Keith Haring

For many, red is the color of love. For others, it’s warmth. 
For some, it’s aggression. It’s passionate and demands 
attention. And science even now suggests that red is an 
important part of both male and female attraction. For 
all the things that red is, it seems, one thing it is not is 
neutral.
Anonymous



RED COATING

SLANT.S.RD.5.IT01    Basic SLANT.S.RD.5.IT06    Sail

SLANT.S.RD.5.IT02    Birds SLANT.S.RD.5.IT07    Four - leaf Clover

SLANT.S.RD.5.IT03    Geometric Shape SLANT.S.RD.5.IT08    Swiss Cross

SLANT.S.RD.5.IT04    Hearts SLANT.S.RD.5.IT09    Essential

SLANT.S.RD.5.IT05    Smile SLANT.S.RD.5.IT10    Liberty



There are three things extremely hard: steel, a diamond, 
and to know one's self.
Benjamin Franklin

Gray is the color of intellect, knowledge, and wisdom. It 
is perceived as long-lasting, classic, and often as sleek 
or refined. It is a color that is dignified, conservative, and 
carries authority.
Anonymous



INOX

SLANT.S.5.IT01    Basic SLANT.S.5.IT06    Sail

SLANT.S.5.IT02    Birds SLANT.S.5.IT07    Four - leaf Clover

SLANT.S.5.IT03    Geometric Shape SLANT.S.5.IT08    Swiss Cross

SLANT.S.5.IT04    Hearts SLANT.S.5.IT09    Essential

SLANT.S.5.IT05    Smile SLANT.S.5.IT10    Liberty



Gold is the color of a rug. Gold is the color of loving 
hug; Gold is the color of a bursting flame. Gold is more 
than anyone can name. Gold is the color of many riches. 
It's the start to wonderful wishes. Gold is the note to a 
single song. Gold is the happiness of those who sing 
along. Gold is sound, that of a dove, Gold is the color 
that sends out love.
Anonymous

Yellow is my favorite, but what is yellow? Handmaiden 
to white, it is a slight tarnish of pure light. Take away 
a bit of whites absolute luminosity, and what remains 
is yellow -- sunlike, golden as a crown, buttercups in 
a field, marsh marigolds, a finch's wing, a plastic flute.
Richard Grossinger



GOLD PLATED

SLANT.S.GP.5.IT01    Basic SLANT.S.GP.5.IT06    Sail

SLANT.S.GP.5.IT02    Birds SLANT.S.GP.5.IT07    Four - leaf Clover

SLANT.S.GP.5.IT03    Geometric Shape SLANT.S.GP.5.IT08    Swiss Cross

SLANT.S.GP.5.IT04    Hearts SLANT.S.GP.5.IT09    Essential

SLANT.S.GP.5.IT05    Smile SLANT.S.GP.5.IT10    Liberty
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